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Motivation
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1999: FSAA Working Group
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FSAAWG Collaborative Exercise
 2004: NFI (Tina Cambier et al.) prepares a fake case
 Objective: document “methods and reporting strategies”
 Participant labs/experts:
 5 auditory-phonetic (all IAFPA members)
 5 semi-automatic (variable)
 2 fully automatic
Most of the labs report decisions on identification/exclusion 
or verbal scales of probabilities of identification/exclusion
Most of the labs report decisions on identification/exclusion 
or verbal scales of probabilities of identification/exclusion
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¿Best practice & international standards?
“… Reports vary widely on almost every aspect you can 
think of, and overlap is very limited, also between 
experts using the same method …”
“ Reports vary widely on almost every aspect you can 
think of, and overlap is very limited, also between 
experts using the same method ”
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Sources of variability in FSR
Photo: http://www.enfsi.eu/page.php?uid=83
Disparity of:
• Background knowledge: phoneticians, linguists, engineers, physicists, …
• Methods: auditory, acoustic, phonetic, linguistic, semi-automatic, automatic …
• Tools: analysis and measurement software, audio equipment, ASR tools, …
• Reporting: identification/exclusion, verbal scales of probabilities of identification, …
• Positions: crime lab scientists, private practitioners, university staff …
• Legal systems: adversarial, inquisitorial
Disparity of:
• Background knowledge: phoneticians, linguists, engineers, physicists,
• Methods: auditory, acoustic, phonetic, linguistic, semi-automatic, automatic
• Tools: analysis and measurement software, audio equipment, ASR tools, 
• Reporting: identification/exclusion, verbal scales of probabilities of identification,
• Positions: crime lab scientists, private practitioners, university staff
• Legal systems: adversarial, inquisitorial
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Quo Vadis, FSR?
 Present FSR shows a combination of two factors:
 Different methodologies to face the speaker identification problem
 Influence of “classical” forensic identification
 This talk is:
 NOT a tutorial on Speaker Recognition
 NOT a detailed handbook on how to proceed on forensic cases
 We want to learn from the errors and successes of our neighbours:
 Fingerprint evidence
 DNA evidence
 Objective: to set up a roadmap in order to comply (both trad and 
auto FSR) with 21st century Forensic Science requirements
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What is Forensic Science about?
CSI is to Forensic Science as 
Science Fiction to Science
SI is to Forensic Science as 
Science Fiction to Science
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Fiction and Science
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Courts and Forensic Science
 “Judges and lawyers usually react to science 
with all the enthusiasm of a child about to get a 
tetanus shot. They know it’s painful and believe 
it’s necessary, but haven’t the foggiest idea how 
or why it works.”
Black et al.: “Science and the Law After Daubert”
Texas Law Review 1994.
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Forensic Identification 
Sciences
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Fingerprinting
From C. Champod et al., Fingerprints and Other 
Ridge Skin Impressions, CRC Press 2004
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Fingerprint Reporting
 Based in its high discrimination power, three 
possible states for reporting:
 Identification: detection of more than N minutiae (N~12-16)
 Exclusion: clear differences
 Inconclusive: detection of less than N minutiae
 For decades considered “the golden standard of 
forensic identification”
 Fingerprint experts have long claimed:
 “Absolute certainty of identifications and zero error rate”
 “Probable, possible, or likely identification are outside the 
acceptable limits of the science of friction ridge 
identification”, (SWG-FAST 2002)
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Forensic Identification Reporting
 All identification-of-the-source areas use solid analytical procedures:
 Chemical analysis 
 Firearms
 Toolmarks & Shoemarks
 Fibers
 Voice (acoustic, phonetic, linguistic, signal processing, pattern recognition)
 Highly influenced by fingerprinting, once a set of observations is obtained:
 The expert (subjectively) 
 weighs the similarities and dissimilarities
 set thresholds for comparison
between questioned and control samples to produce a conclusion
 Conclusions are reported as 
 One of three states: Identification / Exclusion / Inconclusive
 Verbal scale of probability of identification (M levels)
 E.g., the suspect is likely/very likely/extremely likely to be the author
15
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>200 wrongly convicted in US 
x 195 countries = ????
>200 wrongly convicted in US 
x 195 countries = ????
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Forensic Id Science & Conviction Errors
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Major errors
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Facts (3/4)
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New paradigm (1/2): admissibility
 Admission of evidence: 
 Relevance (to the case)
 Exceptions: non-evidental constraints (time, resources), illegally collected
 Competence (of the expert)  difficult for judges
 How the “expert” obtains his/her conclusions from observations is not 
questioned !!!
 US Supreme Court (Daubert, 1993): expert testimony must be both:
 Relevant
 Reliable: conclusions derived from the scientific method
 “General guidelines” can be summarized in:
 Testability: accuracy/reliability, proficiency testing, data supported
 Transparency: clear & detailed reporting, replicability, standards, 
motivation of each step of the analysis
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US Federal Rules of Evidence (before 2000)
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US Federal Rules of Evidence (from 2000)
 Daubert criteria & FRoE.702
 Apply to US Federal Courts
 Sets the highest standard to be fulfilled 
 likely to be followed by others (countries?, courts …) 
“… specially with voice …”, Hodgson, 2007.
24
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New paradigm (2/2): DNA Profiling
 DNA analysis has become the new “golden 
standard” in Forensic Identification Science:
 Scientifically based
 Avoids experience-based opinions
 Clear and standard procedures
 Probabilistic, avoiding hard “match” or “non-match”
statements
 Two-factor approach to assess the weight of the 
evidence:
 Similarity factor
 Typicality (or rarity) factor
Likelihood Ratio approach as model of
clear, standard and probabilistic framework
Likelihood Ratio approach as odel of
clear, standard and probabilistic fra ework
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Bayesian inference of identity: 
the likelihood ratio approach
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Forensic casework
 Two exclusive hypothesis:
 Prosecution hypothesis, Hp : the suspect is at the origin of the 
recovered samples
 Defense hypothesis, Hd : a different person (unknown) is at 
the origin of the recovered samples
 Evidence, E : 
 comparisons between recovered and suspect samples
 Information of the case, I : 
 police investigations, witness and victims testimonies, etc.
 A priori probabilities: P(Hp | I), P(Hd | I)
 Derived from I
 Unknown to the scientist, independent of E
27
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The Court question
 All interested parties (Court, Police …) want to know:
 How probable is that the suspect said the incriminating speech, 
given the evidence adduced in support?
 Example: 
 a cow is suspect of having eaten the garden grass. Given a 
witness observed that the offender has four legs (E), what is the 
probability of the offender being a cow (Hp)?
 The scientist CAN NOT quote this probability !!!
 Moreover, we would be ignoring the (unknown) prior probabilities
 E.g., very high similarity but defendant proves succesfully an alibi
( )¿ , ?pP H E I
28
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Take home message !!!
Remember Luke, 
Probability of the Hypothesis 
given the Evidence the way to the 
dark side is !!!
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The Forensic Scientist Role
 The Forensic Scientist CAN ONLY quote, with 
the observed evidence E:
 P(E | Hp , I)  similarity
 e.g. if a “match”, P(E | Hp , I) =1
 Within-source (intra-) variability
 P(E | Hd , I)  typicality
 e.g. random match probability
 Between-source (inter-) variability
30
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Reasoning with probabilities
 Example: a forensic scientist reports P(E | Hd , I) 
 “The probability of the observed similarities with the suspect 
voice, given that the questioned recording comes from an 
innocent person, is 1 in 100”.
 Prosecution interpretation: 
 Then, the suspect is GUILTY with probability
(1 – 1/100) = 0.99 = 99% 
 Defense interpretation: 
 As we know the criminal is an adult male from Madrid 
(~1.000.000), there are 10.000 (1%) possible authors.      
Then, the suspect is INNOCENT with probability
(1 - 1/10.000) = 0.9999 = 99.99%
31
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Interpretation fallacies
 Prosecution fallacy: 
 Error in transposing the conditional probability
P(Hp | E , I) ≠ 1 - P(E | Hd , I)
 Defence fallacy
 Logically correct
 Fallacy: not all adults male in Madrid are equally likely than 
the suspect (I)
 If the suspect comes from a database search, OK!
 Reporting probabilities is NOT a recommended 
practice
 Judges and juries can be easily misled!
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The odds form of Bayes theorem
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Role of the forensic scientist
 Estimation of the likelihood ratio
 The bigger (smaller) than one the LR value, the 
stronger the support to the prosecution (defense) 
hypothesis
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Discrete and Continous 
Likelihood Ratio estimation
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DNA Profiling
 DNA contains genetic instructions 
to encode the different biological 
functions
 Non-coding parts (98%) contain at 
different locations (loci) highly 
variable number of repetitive 
sequences of nucleotides called 
Short Tandem Repeats (STR)
 At each locus: two specific 
numbers (alleles) of repetitions of 
the given sequence of nucleotides
 Inherited from father & mother
 STRs are stable within individuals 
but vary greatly between 
individuals
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Sample 16 loci DNA Profile
Profile (16 loci):
D8S1179 (13,14)
D21S11 (29,29)
D7S820 (10,12)
CSF1PO (11,11)
….
FGA (21,22)
Profile (16 loci):
D8S1179 (13,14)
D21S11 (29,29)
D7S820 (10,12)
CSF1PO (11,11)
.
FGA (21,22)
Homozygous
(single peak locus)
Homozygous
(single peak locus)
Heterozygous
(two peaks locus)
Heterozygous
(two peaks locus)
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Matching profilesMatching profiles Non-matching profilesNon-matching profiles
Even with perfect “matches”, 
IDENTIFICATION conclusions 
are NOT reported
Even with perfect “matches”, 
IDENTIFICATION conclusions 
are NOT reported
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Probability of a DNA profile
 Linkage equilibrium (between-loci): 
 Alleles appearing on one locus are independent of the 
alleles appearing on any other locus
 Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (within-locus)
 Each allele on a locus appears independently of each other 
allele on that locus
 Pri  probability of allele i in a given population
 Probability for a genotype (allele pair):
 Homozygous: Prii = Pri x Pri
 Heterozygous: Prij = 2 x Pri x Prj
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THO1 (7, 9.3) = 2 x 0.147 x 0.026 = 7.644 x 10-3
VWA (15, 15) = 0.067 x 0.067 = 4.489 x 10-3
TPOX (8, 8) = 0.506 x 0.506 = 0.256036
Frequency of the 3 
locus profile: 
8.7856 x 10-6
(linkage equilibrium):
Frequency of the 3 
locus profile: 
8.7856 x 10-6
(linkage equilibrium):
Hardy-Weinberg:
Table from D. Lucy, Introduction to Statistics 
for Forensic Scientists, Wiley, 2005
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Discrete LR estimation: DNA
 Pattern of the suspect matches the one at crime scene
 Assuming uncontaminated samples, no relatives 
involved, error free operational procedures:
 Probability of a match given Hp
P(E|Hp , I)=1
 How frequent is that pattern in the relevant population: 
P(E|Hd , I)= 8,7856·10
-6
 The Likelihood Ratio is (3 loci):
LR = 113.822,6
Typical LR values (16 loci) ~ billions !!!Typical LR values (16 loci) ~ billions !!!
Even then, they do not report “identification” but LR or RMP !!!Even then, they do not report “identification” but LR or R P !!!
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Continous LR estimation
 Types of evidence
 e real valued
 Score / single feature
 e feature vector
 MVLR (Aitken, 1995)
( )
( )I,
I,
d
p
Hef
Hef
LR =
 Numerator: from suspect samples
 Within-source variability (W)
 Denominator: from relevant 
reference population
 Between-source variability (B)
LR=N/DLR=N/D
N
D
E e
B W
e=E
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Assessment of Forensic Automatic 
Speaker Recognition Systems
43
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NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluations
 NIST SRE’s have become a de facto standard in ASR
 New data is recorded and released through LDC
 Variety of
 Speaking conditions: conversational & interview (2008)
 Channel conditions: telephone, mobile, multiple mics
 Train/test lengths & sessions
 Participants submit both a score (real number) and a 
decision (T/F) per speech eval pair 
 e.g., ~ 50.000 trials (~3.600 target and ~47.800 non-target ) 
from ~600 spkrs in main eval condition (1c1c) at SRE06
44
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DET plots are a good measure of discrimination
Without a threshold (court!),  scores have NO meaning
DET plots are a good measure of discrimination
Without a threshold (court!),  scores have NO meaning
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Assessment of Forensic LR values: Tippet plots
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 Two (1-cpd(LR)) curves 
when Hp or Hd are true
 Discrimination is shown 
as separation between 
curves
 Ideal system:
 Hp true curve > LR=1
 Hd true curve < LR=1
 RMEP/RMED
 Rate of misleading 
evidence in favour of 
the prosecution/defense 
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Effects of miscalibration: an example
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S2 = S1 + offset  both have exactly the same DET
Discrimination is not enough !!!
Low calibration loss is a must !
S2 = S1 + offset  both have exactly the same DET
Discrimination is not enough !!!
Low calibration loss is a must !
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LR estimation from speech 
evidence
49
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“Trad” LRs: DET assessment
 LRs derived from formant frequencies in Australian 
diphtongs
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Diphtongs APE plots
51
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“Auto” LRs in NIST SRE’08
 Two types of test speech:
 Phonecall conversational speech (Mixer 3)
 Phonecall-phn: telephone recording
 Phonecall-mic: simultaneous multiple microphone recording
 Interview speech (Mixer 5)
 Interview-mic: multiple simultaneous microphone recording
1788 Mixer 3 
(conversational)  
spk models 
1475 Mixer 5 
(interview) spk 
models 
1788 Mixer 3 
(conversational)  
spk models 
1475 Mixer 5 
(interview) spk 
models 
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ATVS1@SRE08 across conditions
Tested blindly over 
~100.000 voice 
comparisons in tel-mic 
& conv-interview cross 
conditions
Tested blindly over 
~100.000 voice 
comparisons in tel-mic 
& conv-interview cross 
conditions
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Tippet plot of SRE’08 submitted LRs
Hp true
Hd true
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The long run towards FASR admissibility
 As calibration is “trained” on known (development) data, systems 
are “testable” JUST in the assessed conditions
 Need for caution !!!
 Admissibility is country/court dependent:
 Non-Daubert: case by case
 Transparent and testable, robust to the mismatch in the case at hand 
 channel, session, noise, reverb, duration, language, type of speech, 
emotional state, …
 Daubert: the technique must be reliable (in general) 
 Transparent and testable, robust to mismatch in a wide variety of 
forensic realistic conditions
 Challenge:
 Acceptable error rates & robustness in a variety of mismatched conditions
 Future research: adaptation of NIST-like systems with very limited data 
to new conditions (variety of scenarios and microphones, car, 
Lombard, stress …)
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The future …
(my vision)
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The future of FSR
Automatic Speaker 
Recognition System
Automatic Speaker 
Recognition System Linguist / Phonetician
Linguist / Phonetician
A good car is nothing without a good pilot !
Perfect coupling between pilot and car is a must !
The feedback from the pilot is critical to improve the car !
A good car is nothing without a good pilot !
Perfect coupling between pilot and car is a must !
The feedback from the pilot is critical to improve the car !
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A personal tribute …
 Hermann Künzel - Professor of Phonetics, University of Marburg, 
Germany
 From 1985 to 1999, he was Head of the Speaker Identification & Tape 
Authentication Department of the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) 
in Wiesbaden, Germany. 
 He was essential in the development of classical acoustic-phonetic 
method of forensic speaker recognition (FSR)
 Tutorial on FSR at ESCA Workshop SpkRec (Martigny, 1994)
Last four years: again a pioneer …
Formula One Pilot driving (an automatic system) in more 
than 100 races (cases) through german, english and 
turkish circuits (languages)!!!
Last four years: again a pioneer 
Formula One Pilot driving (an automatic system) in more 
than 100 races (cases) through german, english and 
turkish circuits (languages)!!!
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A message to the students !
Pilots and Mechanical Engineers are welcome !!!ilots and echanical ngineers are elco e !!!
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More after coffee break …
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